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TREE TANKA

Paul John Dear

A Poetic & Photographic Song: Volume 1



One of the oldest Japanese forms Tanka (A Short Song) is short on
economy and suitable for emotional expression, making it ideal for
intimate communication. Western versions typically break down
 into poems with a syllable count of 5-7-5-7-7 with the third line a
'Turning' line or Pivotal Image.

These are my communication's with the Trees.

Each of the Tanka that follow are woven into a single 
intimate and grief woven thread. A song of the Trees for this
moment we find ourselves in.

My suggestion for you is to read them one at a time and to use
them as a moment for reflection, perhaps to begin or to end the
day.





do you see me here
piercing your being with force 
willing you to stop
i stand so still and rooted
as you find a new normal





The sky is ablaze
but we will not be burning
today
it is only you humans
bringing fire to the forests





Shadow and light
the story of forever
unfolding and emergent
you are in the way of it
if you think it's about you





Pray to the morning
as if you will see it no more
breathe in the beauty
remember this miracle
is the one you will lose





We feel a chasm
opening in our soft heart
grief stricken
we can no longer wonder
without holy gratitude





There is a dancing
between the sky and the earth
moving connection
follow the pathway between
reaching for and rooting life





Life seems a tangle
of things you cannot control
architecturally
we are given all we need
to be with each twist and turn





We carry a weight
in the living of our days
diminishing us
lends beauty to our scars
allowing soul its own place





Dis-in-te-gra-tion
emerging uncertainty
deepening the myth
the melting of your knowing
soaking the ground beneath





Crowding the edges
forests of voices whisper
pay attention now
listen in urgent silence
grasp the words you cannot hear





Here we stand still
silhouetting sky's colour
as sun waves goodbye
the day disappears from sight
but we do not

 





We move away now
in a moment of stillness 
clarity comes
there is nothing we can do
to stop time from spiralling





bright autumnal golds
cloak us vibrant and alive
we are turning now
from the sun towards winter
one that you might never see





signs of clean air here
bursting green foliage
at the edges
evidence of trouble to come
can you hear the canaries





we can see clearly
but the pain has not gone
it will stay with us
as grief begets gratitude
for each and every breath





here these mists of time
singing a song of today
we are shrouded
in the mystery of it all
your blindness the killer now





may we blossom here
at this liminal threshold
behold the sidhe
whispering enchantments
blessing the Earth beneath





a rare old beauty
one you may not see again
try staying put now
this radical tourism
keening the end of our days





there is something here
beyond the senses you possess
ancient rooted wisdom
all the learning you require
if only you could be this still





guardians we trees
saying that no more shall pass
too late for you now
to shift gone days of neglect
pay it forward for your kin





when you flood our roots
you will also get wet too
rec-i-pro-ci-ty
could have been the way we lived
the chance to give and receive





human hand planted
for a time beyond his time
with fullness of heart
I will provide future shade
showering petals of love





standing like a tree
could you be so rooted now
to hear with your feet
begin a walk with your talk
one foot in front of the other





one branch dies
and we all know about it
feeling the loss
we gather our community
to fill the space left behind





a prism cell
somewhere over the elm tree
pots of gold
riches beyond your wildest
dreams of a planet you once had





we once heard it said
if it wasn't for the kids
we could just party
if you had only been able
to honour those sentiments





we reflect all things
who stand in ancient stillness
all of these years past
we have spoken in silence
for those who have ears to hear





do you see me here
standing where i always was
beside the waters
i watch as every moment
births anew under my gaze





it is black and white
the colour of climate change
there was a line
it cannot be uncrossed
plant the trees you will never see





the end of your era
hangs from the branches of time 
still and unmoving
like a swing without a child
the time for playing has gone





ice aged reflection
offering hidden glimpse of
what lies beneath here
is a story of denial
you see what you want to see

 





grief creeps about me
tendrils of loss and regret
why did you not help
when the keen of the wild came
ancestors dying in droves





let us gather now
for there is no other moment
weather is coming
crucible of winnowing
bare your bone-house if you dare





bursting forth we come
pregnant with possibility
we know nothing
wind blows rain falls sun shines
you might grow in this way too





strip me bare each day
plundering all my resources
take all that you need
i know what it is to die
you do not and so cannot live





there is a glimmer
beyond the vibrant lush greens   
the veil is cracking
and you can only see this
through the grief in your heart
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